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Abstract
The US government’s first direct, face-to-face contact with aliens occurred decades ago,
when grayish skinned human-alien hybrids crashed near a New Mexico airbase. After the
US military concluded that the aliens probably had some human genetic composition in
them, US officials scrambled to develop safeguards against a stealth intervention on this
planet by aliens of unknown origin. The intrusion of aliens with advanced technology and
capabilities occurred at the outset of the Cold War, which compelled Truman’s government
to guard information about aliens as a military secret. For over four years, Truman had direct
control of the US government’s alien-related programs. However, in 1953 President
Eisenhower let Nelson Rockefeller re-design executive security structures. Rockefeller
ended elected official control of alien-related programs, a move that Eisenhower later
regretted. Multiple former official witnesses say that within months, aliens were allowed
basing rights on the Nellis Air Force range. Subsequent secrecy of alien-related programs
allowed crime to proliferate within them, unchecked by rigorous public oversight. As a
result, early human relations with aliens were largely determined by the Roswell Grays’
alignment of aliens, rather than humans. Questions were raised about the intentions and
material ambitions of such aliens. Under the circumstances, the situation could only be
corrected through exposure and independent human investigation of aliens and alien
interactions.
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Introduction
Early human contacts with aliens tended to be very one-sided. Using advanced science and
technology, aliens chose the terms of the interactions and were able to limit and control information
flow. Humans couldn’t understand what was happening, let alone compete with aliens. Lacking
adequate science, humans tended to think that alien contact was a revelation from God, a strange
angelic kind of interaction. But when live, in-the-flesh aliens fell out of the sky near a US nuclear
bomber base, things began to change.

In 1947 the bodies of four short, Gray-skinned aliens and their wing-shaped craft were recovered
near Roswell, NM by the US military and were kept for scientific study.1 A fifth alien reportedly
survived and later communicated--telepathically--with military investigators.2 Stunned by the
appearance of aliens who had advanced knowledge about human affairs, the Army worked overtime
to study the Roswell aliens and their science. Just two years after Hiroshima, US officials feared the
aliens might be hostile or have designs on this planet. So, discussion about aliens proceeded in
extreme secrecy. As Eisenhower National Security Council staff member Col. Philip Corso wrote,
“From day 1, the army treated its retrieval of the (Roswell) debris as if it were an operation
conducted in a wartime theater under battle conditions.”3 Corso wasn’t the only witness to Roswell
aliens. Dozens of first-hand witnesses, including military brass, have admitted that they saw dead
and wounded aliens or the alien craft that crashed near Roswell.

Under the circumstances, strict defense considerations were understandable. However, the secrecy
of alien-related programs prevented competent public analysis of what, on the surface, appeared to
be an alien intervention into human affairs. President Truman was kept apprised of developments,
but in 1953 when Eisenhower got in, corporate manipulators removed US presidents and other
elected officials from active control of alien-related programs.4 Soon, the secret programs were rife
with corruption, and some potential whistleblowers were reportedly murdered before they could
speak. It was a recipe for disaster.
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Early Elected Official Control of Alien-related Programs
Although we now know more about aliens due to reports by direct witnesses, in 1947--just two
years after Hiroshima, fear and defensiveness were the order of the day. Col. Corso, who later
served on Eisenhower’s White House National Security Council staff, summed up the Army’s
feelings about the crash at Roswell:

“We didn’t know what the inhabitants of these craft wanted, but we had to assume from
their behavior, especially their interventions in the lives of human beings and the reported
cattle mutilations, that they could be potential enemies. That meant that we were facing
a far superior power with weapons capable of obliterating us.”5

It wasn’t a hostile assumption. Instead, the incursion of alien technology that humans couldn’t
match caused fear and wariness in the US government. To have manufactured and serviced alien
vehicles would have required a large, possibly burgeoning industrial structure. That meant mining
and the use of non-renewable materials, security to prevent potentially competing aliens from taking
their resources, and a large, possibly repressive government. But wherever they came from,
whatever their intentions, aliens had arrived and they knew more about humans than humans knew
about them.

In a preliminary analysis, Army Gen. Nathan Twining
showed President Truman detailed photos and told him
about the strange alien technology. Army scientists
couldn’t find an engine or power unit in the Roswell alien
craft. Stranger still, as Corso noted, Army doctors
examined the dead aliens and did “autopsy reports that
suggested they were too human; they had to be related to
our species in some way.”6 In other words, aliens had
created what appeared to be human-alien hybrids. Had they made others that looked more human,
and if so, what were the aliens planning to do with such hybrids?
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That first, unexpected contact provoked a major crisis in US government. Aliens were directly
intervening in human affairs, buzzing a nuclear bomber base and either taking humans or human
reproductive material to create human-alien hybrids. They hadn’t asked permission. Instead, they
were trying to hide it all. According to Col. Corso, who said he worked on a Pentagon plan to copy
technology from the Roswell wreckage, Pentagon officials grew more concerned about an alien
incursion than they feared the threat of the Soviet Union. Corso wrote that part of the reason for a
nuclear weapons buildup in subsequent years was to amass the ability to defeat an alien landing and
occupation scenario. Later, Corso learned that Soviet dictator Josef Stalin heard about the Roswell
crash. It was front-page news in the Roswell Daily Record and was featured on ABC radio news-until the Army decided to put out a cover story to hide the fact. The Navy Pacific fleet commander’s
intelligence briefer, William Cooper, said the US briefed the Soviets and US allies about the aliens
in order to maintain global security against possible incursions.7

Less than a month after Roswell, the National Security Act of 1947 was written. It separated the Air
Force from the Army and created both the CIA and a National Security Council. Legislators were
told the CIA would protect the nation, but they didn’t anticipate the danger of unaccountable power,
at the time. Although Congress was supposed to approve overall budgets for the CIA and the NSA,
which was created on Nov. 4, 1952, the new agencies had secret budgets and owned businesses that
operated without legislative control. As had happened under monarchies of the past, corruption
began to threaten the rule of law in the United States.

Truman set up a working group to maintain secrecy and supervise study of the Roswell artifacts.
Corso wrote that the group agreed to “allow disclosure of some of the most far-fetched information,
whether true or not, because it would help create a climate of public attitude that would be able to
accept the existence of extraterrestrial life without a general sense of panic.” Gen. Twining said, “It
will be a case where the cover-up is the disclosure and the disclosure is the cover-up. Deny
everything, but let the public sentiment take its course. Let skepticism do our work for us until the
truth becomes common acceptance.”8
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It was a reasonable policy, given the fact that advanced alien technology had recently dropped out
of the sky near the only nuclear bomber base on US soil. The president would monitor the project,
and the public would gradually be allowed to learn about it.

Direct, face-to-face contact with aliens near Roswell led to a defensive mobilization and at least
some sub-rosa skirmishes with aliens. As a result, the US military worked to reverse-engineer alien
technology in order to be able to match it. Leading scientists were allowed to analyze the Roswell
artifacts if they swore to secrecy. Their early analyses were impressive. They suggested that the
Roswell craft used a kind of Tesla technology featuring something like the Biefeld-Brown effect,
which had been discovered decades earlier.9 Early findings were only preliminary, but continued
research led to the use and misuse of strange, new technologies. Given that the Roswell craft had
crashed while buzzing the sole US nuclear bomber base, human use of alien technology for
weapons purposes may have provided a convenient excuse for more aggressive intervention, here,
by the Roswell Grays’ larger alignment of aliens.

If Gray-hybrid aliens had been buzzing the Roswell air
base in order to monitor nuclear weapons staging, their
loss of greatly more advanced technology near the base
would have been a major concern. Given their ability to
monitor human governments, did they do anything to
influence the human response to technology that might
change the course of human history? There’s evidence to
July 1952 Washington UFO Flyover

suggest they did. Five years after Roswell, in July of
1952, the Washington Post, the New York Times and

other newspapers printed stories and photos of unidentified, saucer-like craft swarming over
Washington DC near the White House (photo above).10 Their appearance may have been meant as a
message to Truman that US security policy, post-Roswell, was considered inimical to such aliens.

And what had those same aliens been doing during the five long years from 1947 until 1952, when
Truman sat, wondering, in the White House while an alien squadron buzzed the nation’s capital?
Given their penchant for intervention, wouldn’t they have tried to limit human reaction to their
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incursion, and, if necessary, prevent further disclosure until some future time when they could
complete their mission on terms that were more favorable to them?

The Rockefeller Coup – A Crime Regime Takes Over
According to military whistleblowers like Philip Corso and William Cooper, the Roswell Grays’
alignment tried to get the US government to permit their intervention here, but the US military felt
they were too aggressive and intrusive to be trusted. That didn’t stop the aliens. In 1953, President
Eisenhower let Nelson Rockefeller re-design executive department security structures. Much to
Eisenhower’s dismay, the Rockefeller brothers removed US presidents from control of alien-related
programs.11 Michael Salla, PhD explains what happened:

The Special Studies Group/PI-40 formed under Eisenhower held their first
meetings at Quantico Marine Base in Virginia and its 35 members were drawn
exclusively from the Council of Foreign Relations. The Study Group had two
directors, Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski, and consisted of prominent
individuals, including Dr Edward Teller, Paul Nitze, David Rockefeller, and
McGeorge Bundy (later Kennedy’s Special Assistant for Foreign Affairs).
According to (William) Cooper, the Rockefellers built a lavish retreat for the Study
Group in an exclusive area in Maryland.12

By drawing exclusively from the Rockefeller-controlled Council on Foreign Relations to form the
PI-40 group, which controlled alien-related programs, Rockefellers were stealing control of the
human future from elected leadership, unknown to the general public. And by building a lush retreat
for the PI-40 group, Rockefellers were deepening their influence over alien-related programs. Brig.
Gen. Steven Lovekin, who worked in Eisenhower’s White House, testified that Eisenhower felt
betrayed.13 The president and other elected officials had been pushed aside by a family known for
its investments in Nazi Germany and other brutal crimes against humanity. Nelson Rockefeller then
maneuvered himself into a role as Eisenhower’s coordinator for the CIA, plus a role in a secret
planning group that would attend to clandestine dirty work without letting Eisenhower know about
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it.14 But why were Rockefellers so eager to take control of alien issues away from US presidents,
thus making subsequent human-alien interactions secret?

Michael Salla notes that "In December 1953, the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued Army-Navy-Air Force
publication 146 that made the unauthorized release of information concerning UFOs a crime under
the Espionage Act, punishable by up to 10 years in prison and a $10,000 fine." 15 In other words, not
only had elected officials been shut out of alien-related programs; now it was a major crime to tell
both legislators and the public what the government knew about aliens and their craft. It was a major
coup of an unprecedented sort, and it set the stage for the most bizarre development in all of US
history: direct basing of aliens on US soil.

Aliens on US bases – an Occupation Phase
Career Airman Charles Hall writes that he witnessed
how Air Force brass condoned the presence of “Tall
White” aliens who were given a small base and
supplies in the southeast corner of the Nellis Air
Force range starting in 1954, or perhaps earlier.16
Clifford Stone, Steven Wilson, and Michael Wolf all
stated that they saw aliens working inside US bases
during their military careers.17 In addition, Army Sgt.
Robert Dean says he saw a secret NATO document
that said senior political and military leaders had
mixed with human-looking aliens who could blend
into a human crowd, unnoticed. Dean said the NATO
command feared such aliens could infiltrate high
public positions without being detected, a suspicion

Tall White adult and child depicted

that Col. Corso said haunted the Pentagon.18 More recently, computer hacker Gary McKinnon
claimed to have viewed internal US military documents about “non-terrestrial officers” and “fleetto-fleet transfers.”19 Adding to suspicions, the US government is prosecuting McKinnon for
violating its secrecy. Meanwhile, McKinnon’s story is like that of Clark McClelland, who worked
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on NASA’s space shuttle program until 1992. McClelland formally stated that he saw live video
feed of an 8-9 ft. tall non-human working alongside two human astronauts in the Space Shuttle’s
open bay while the alien’s wing-shaped craft hovered nearby.20 The alien craft, seen at
www.stargatechronicles.com/images/shuttle_alien.jpg, was similar in design to the Roswell aliens’
craft.

How did the US go from suspecting a stealth alien colonization attempt here, to direct joint basing
of such aliens on federal properties? The Rockefeller coup appears to have spearheaded the effort.
The Roswell Grays’ alignment may have feared that Eisenhower, the Supreme Allied Commander
during World War II, would continue direct presidential control and veto over alien-related
programs. Evidence suggests that the Roswell Grays’ alignment may have gone behind US
presidents’ backs to deal directly with black budget racketeers like the Rockefellers, who convinced
Air Force brass that they would profit by playing along with such aliens. Apparently, the idea was
to give such humans certain kinds of technology in order supplant independent human initiative and
foster dependency.21

Navy intelligence officer William Cooper, who briefed the Pacific Fleet commander as part of his
duties, stated that while in the Navy he saw classified papers saying that in 1954 a taller version of
the Gray aliens had landed at Holloman Air Force Base to initiate talks with the US military-presumably Air Force generals.22 The US Air Force appears to have been the easiest route of
approach for the aliens. In part due to Du Pont and Rockefeller family ownership of key aviation
interests, an Air Force faction prioritized profit and technology over national security. DuPonts
owned much of Boeing, Rockwell-North American, and through GM later gained control of Hughes
Aerospace; a Rockefeller invested early in Lockheed.23 The Navy and the Army appear to have
been more cautious, at that time.

Some months later, President Eisenhower reportedly pretended to visit a dentist but went to
Edwards Air Force base near Palm Springs, CA. William Cooper alleged that Eisenhower met there
with aliens of the Gray alignment.24 CSETI Disclosure Project witness Don Phillips, a former Air
Force and Skunkworks employee, also read documents about the 1954 meeting.25 A tentative
agreement was reportedly signed that allowed the aliens to continue abducting and implanting
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humans—as long as they told the US military which humans were targeted (and the targets would
have no memory of the events). Alleged high-level whistleblower Michael Wolf also mentioned the
agreement. Cooper suggested that under duress, Eisenhower permitted two bases to be built for the
aliens, one on Nevada’s Nellis Air Force Range, the other in New Mexico.26 Eisenhower may have
been told that if bases weren’t granted, the aliens might work with the Soviets, instead. However,
unless he was pressured and deceived by men like Rockefeller, it’s hard to imagine a man like
Eisenhower conceding bases to an alien occupier.

Were Roswell Gray-related aliens trying to front-load early
human contacts in order to either dominate or pre-empt our
relations with alien neighbors? Cooper said that by 1955--one
year later, Eisenhower had evidence the aliens had broken the
agreement. Apparently, alien intrusions and abductions of
humans far exceeded expected proportions. Subsequent work
done by abduction researchers suggested that humans have been
abducted and used for purposes of what appears to be a breeding
program of some sort.27 Cooper further alleged that the
infiltration phase noted by Robert Dean and Col. Corso resulted
in manipulation of secret societies and cults that worked against
Cover of William Cooper’s Behold
a Pale Horse

effective human government. *Cathy O’Brien’s first book
expands on the subject, albeit in a different vernacular.

The Tall White aliens that airman Charles Hall says were ceded a small base on an Indian Springs,
NV Air Force range circa 1954 (one year after the Rockefeller coup) reportedly have pale whitish
skin, stringy white hair, and oversized eyes. Hall’s story is partly corroborated by three other airmen
who served on the base.28 Michael Wolf told researcher Chris Stoner that parts of a Gray alien craft
that crashed in the ocean west of San Diego in 1941 were shipped to the same Indian Springs, NV
air base. Charles Hall published four books about his encounters with the Tall Whites from 19651967, when he was stationed at Indian Springs. In writing that’s earnest and restrained, Hall notes
that Tall Whites had been allowed on the base since 1954, or perhaps earlier. A Las Vegas Review
Journal article stated that three and a half years after the Roswell crash, in January of 1951, the
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small, secondary Indian Springs base announced it was spending $300 million to build base
housing.29 According to the MeasuringWorth website calculator, $300 million in 1951 was
equivalent to $2.4 billion in 2008. The question is, why would a small, diversionary airfield like
Indian Springs spend so much to build housing?

Charles Hall reports that the Air Force provided Tall Whites with excavated living quarters and a
large hangar that housed the 350 foot-long interstellar craft used to ferry Tall Whites between their
place of origin and the Indian Springs base. Hall was never told where Tall Whites came from,
originally, but he heard that they may have an outpost near the star Arcturus. Hall says the Tall
Whites were coldly business-like and prone to violence when they felt threatened. They carried
pencil-shaped devices with various settings that could be used to stun, cause pain, or kill a human.
The estimated 200-300 Tall Whites on the base were apparently organized in terms of a military
hierarchy. The Air Force reportedly allowed Tall Whites to kill enlisted airmen who frightened
them, even though enlisted men weren’t briefed about the presence of Tall Whites on the range.
Once, for no apparent reason a Tall White attacked Hall, causing a deep wound in his neck and
partial paralysis. Hall said the only way to stop the flow of blood and survive was to press his neck
against sandy soil. As Hall lay bleeding, he heard a Tall White remark that he might survive, but no
help was provided.30

Worse yet was the behavior of a Tall White who was reportedly climbing the steps of a government
building in Washington DC to meet with a presumably limited number of US legislators. Hall said a
CIA guard tried to help a Tall White female up the stairs at the Congressional building, but the
guard accidentally hurt the Tall White female, who threatened the CIA guard and he had to beg her
to spare his life. The female reportedly threatened to kill him with a pencil-like device, right there,
on the stairs. The Tall Whites’ arrogance mirrors the behavior of Tall Grays that human abductees
have seen ordering shorter Grays around on alien spacecraft. For that reason, some analysts suspect
that Tall Whites are affiliated with the Gray alignment. Hall is certain that ranking Air Force brass
provided support for the Tall Whites. A four star Air Force general from the Pentagon regularly met
with and gave the Tall Whites whatever they needed, apparently in exchange for limited
technological help. Hall saw Air Force generals return from distant, hours-long trips with Tall
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Whites on their antigravity craft. Hall says, “When the USAF Generals got off the craft they were
laughing like they had just come back from the world's best amusement park.” 31
But who are the Tall Whites and where did they come from—what are their
origins? Hall suggests that Air Force generals thought the Tall Whites were
near-enemies of the Grays. Hall: “I am quite certain that the Tall Whites
and the Short Greys hate each other. I am quite certain that the Tall Whites
would never permit the Short Greys to come anywhere near their base areas
or near to their housing areas or anywhere that their children might be
playing, etc.”32 But what is Hall’s basis for that assumption? I asked him,
and he replied, “I was with the Tall Whites for over two years. Various
Short Gray ET

remarks were made, and in particular, the Teacher (a Tall White) made the

point quite clear to me.”33
Like the Roswell aliens, Tall Whites look too much like humans. They appear to be a genetically
designed hybrid race placed here for a particular reason. Hall even says he saw a Tall White who
wore sunglasses and was able to mix in with a Nevada casino crowd.
At present, the human catalogue of aliens shows that aliens evolve from different animal species on
planets of different sizes under varying conditions. Aliens reportedly tend to be bipedal but have
varying skin color, eye shape, skin characteristics and numbers of fingers. In other words, they look
very alien. So, Tall Whites, who have no independent story about their evolution, may have been
created by a group of aliens that took humans from this planet, then hybridized them to create a
headstrong, Tall White version. The Roswell Grays’ alignment has the strongest motives for having
created Tall Whites. The fact that Tall Whites sometimes treat humans like cattle and try to train
humans to be fearful and submissive further suggests that Tall Whites may be a creation of the
Grays’ alignment, which reportedly has a long history of human abductions. Gray alignment aliens
may think that they can dribble their technology into human hands, then foster a secretive regime
devoted to protecting that technology, irrespective of the human cost.

Hall says Tall Whites didn’t share their secrets about antigravity technology but did tell Air Force
brass how to create a nuclear thruster device. Ironically, former Air Force intelligence officer and
defense contractor Edgar Rothschild Fouche suggests that aliens either gave or lost nuclear thruster
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technology to the US military, which was then used on a triangle shaped craft called the TR-3B.34
For his part, Charles Hall saw abundant evidence that Air Force officials provided Tall Whites with
supplies and parts used to build small, oblong-shaped scout craft. One investigator living in the Las
Vegas area told me he saw an oblong-shaped scout craft flying when he camped near Indian Springs
during recent years.35
In sum, in 1954--just one year after the Rockefeller coup, Tall Whites may have begun to trade
aviation technology to Rockefeller-related aviation interests, technology that went to a newly
separate Air Force. Tall Whites were allowed a base on US soil under what appear to have been false
pretenses: they pretended to be anti-Gray. And if that’s the case, then Tall Whites may be a prong of
the Gray alignment that was used to gain the confidence of, then deeper penetration into, US defense
circles. It was a step that was unprecedented in human history. In a matter of months, US presidents
had been removed from direct, full control of alien-related programs, a law had been created to
harshly prosecute anyone who might tell a president about such programs, and finally, aliens were
reportedly being based on US soil.
Col. Corso’s writings suggest that the Army was leery of such arrangements. Corso wrote: “Those of
us in the military who knew what was happening also felt that we could be experiencing an invasion

that was more of an infiltration…. These creatures weren’t benevolent alien beings who had come to
enlighten human beings.” Instead, Corso said his colleagues thought the aliens were coldly
calculating, “cloned biological entities who were harvesting biological specimens on Earth for their
own experimentation…. We had negotiated a kind of surrender with them as long as we couldn’t
fight them. They dictated the terms because they knew what we most feared was disclosure.”36 In
other words, US officials feared what might happen if the Gray alignment made itself known before
the public was adequately informed about aliens. Were US officials worried about public fear, or
public affinity for such aliens? Readers should remember that aliens outside of the Grays’ alignment
have largely refrained from open intervention here. Corso’s statement doesn’t mean that US officials
think all aliens have designs on this planet.
In short, in early US policy and in future human-alien relations, a distinction must be made between
issues involving the Roswell Grays’ alignment and policy regarding other aliens. The crash at
Roswell alerted humans to a direct intervention, here, by what journalist Phillip Krapf alleges are
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self-described alien colonizers. Although we have a lot to learn from aliens, when it comes to
infiltration and manipulation of human affairs we need to be careful. Numerous human reports
about Grays indicate that the Grays’ home planet was somehow ruined during an intervention there,
an intervention by aliens that Grays now work with.37 So the question must be raised: do such
colonizers prioritize their resource needs over the ecology of target planets?

If, as science suggests, the universe contains many intelligent populations, wouldn’t competing
aliens respond to the intervention, here, of a materially motivated Gray alignment? A variety of
human accounts suggest that other aliens have monitored the situation, perhaps thinking that the
challenges posed by Gray alignment excess will provoke humankind to be more competent and
refined in our critique of aliens.38
***
About the Author: After doing graduate study that concentrated on the
underside of US history, George LoBuono reported for the Suttertown News
in Sacramento, then covered the 1993 presidential elections in Indonesia for
Pacifica radio network and investigated deep politics and crime within black
budget agencies. In 1995, he began to research alien-related programs in the
US government. He has worked on several political campaigns and has done
activist work on anti-nuclear and peace/justice issues. He writes on various topics and serves as a
board member of the Coalition of Concerned Legal Professionals, a free legal clinic in Sacramento,
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